
BACK TO COLLEGE ESSENTIALS CHECKLIST

1. DORMROOM DECOR

☐ Photo frames for pics of family and friends

☐ Floor pillows for extra seating- Tufted floor pillow in velvety washed corduroy from Urban 
Outfitters

☐ Three microwavable bowls, cups, mugs, and plates– West Elm has a wide section of styles, 
colors and shapes

☐ Coffee maker

☐ Microwave– Williams-Sonoma has the best space-savvy microwaves 

☐ Minifridge

☐ Decorative bins for under-the-bed storage- thank you Bed, Bath & Beyond for keeping us 
organized

☐ Twin XL Bedding– Stylish dorm bedding found at Pottery Barn

☐ Hanging shoe storage

2. BATH & BEAUTY

☐ Clear makeup organizer and storage

☐ Caddy for bath products and shower shoes

☐ Small makeup bag for in-between classes and travel– we like the old school Caboodles from Ulta 
Beauty

☐ All your favorites in smaller sized packaging or travel-size- give us all the minis from Sephora

3. TECH GIRL

☐ Streaming Stick 

☐ Ethernet Cable (because dorm wi-fi is terrible)

☐ Wi-Fi Router

☐ Noise Cancelling Headphones

☐ Bluetooth Speaker

☐ Surge protector
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☐ Laptop–  Apple has a new MacBook Pro 

☐ Desk lamp with built-in phone charger

4. COLLEGE CAPSULE

☐ One pair of sneakers for day-to-day– find timeless classic leather sneakers at Belk

☐ Three pair of flats

☐ One pair of boots for rain or snow

☐ One pair of black or brown boots

☐ One pair of dressy shoes

☐ Dark wash jeans

☐ Medium wash jeans - we found the denim you’ll love at Amerian Threads

☐ Black stretchy leggings– head over to Gus Mayer to find your Spanx leggings

☐ Three sleeveless tops

☐ Six basic tees- the Whisper Cotton Crewneck Tee from Madewell is the kind of forever favorite 
you’ll want in every color

☐ One ¾ sleeved shirt

☐ One long-sleeved tee

☐ One tunic top

☐ Two able knit or chunky sweaters– Altar’d State has the perfect pieces to keep you cozy in those 
freezing classrooms

☐ 3 oversized or cardigans, dusters or kimonos - Molly Green has got it all!

☐ Maxi dress – try a wrap maxi dress at Lizard Thicket

☐ Semi-formal dress

☐ Two daytime dresses– we love South Moon Under’s all-day wear dresses, from class on campus 
to a dinner out with the girls

☐ One Heavy winter jacket

☐ One boyfriend blazer

☐ Lighter jacket for fall

☐ Leather jacket

☐ Two pair of pajamas
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